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CO2-emitting fuels
representing >80% of our energy
must get to 0 by 2050 for 2° target

Hydro (and wind and solar)
Nuclear

Climate change is caused by fossil fuels
and our world is powered by them
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ELECTRIFY

ALL THE THINGS!
(with clean electricity)

Easy.



Clean electricity.. down to each hour

“Please use”

“Wait a sec”

“Don’t use now”
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Our goal: exploiting flexibility in when and where 

electricity consumption is done

to reduce carbon emissions.
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Timing and location matter.

However, most companies account for their electricity 

footprint using annual values!
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Generators burn fossil fuels directly (scope 1). They are 
thus exposed to a carbon tax (ETS in Europe) by law.
● directly affecting the spot market
● from 30€ to 100€ per ton of CO2

Consumers cause emissions indirectly by consuming from 
generators (scope 2). They are voluntarily setting targets 
to decarbonise their supply (GreenhouseGas Protocol, 
SBTI)

● Voluntary targets are the main driver
● Science-Based Targets enables to align scope 1, 2 

(and potentially scope 3) ambitions with a 1.5°C 
pathway

1

2

Incentives to decarbonise 
the power grid
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Different incentives to reach corporate targets

location-based

Targets can be tracked differently as there are multiple ways to attribute
emissions from generators to consumers

(yearly) market-based 24/7

Consumers can’t chose the origin of 
their electricity, as it irreversibly mixes 
as it gets injected into the grid

What Consumers can buy GOs/RECs to cover 
their annual consumption and thus 
become 100% renewable

Same as market-based but GOs/RECs 
need to be physical deliverable 
(temporal and spatial matching)

Impact ✓ Incentivises flexibility
✓ Incentivises optimal sitting
⤫  No way to fund capacity investments
⤫  No way to fund storage investments
✓ Credible traceability instrument

⤫  Incentivises flexibility
⤫  Incentivises optimal sitting
✓ Funds capacity projects1

⤫  No way to fund storage investments
⤫  Credible traceability instrument

✓ Incentivises flexibility
✓ Incentivises optimal siting
✓ Funds capacity projects1

✓ Funds storage and other grid projects
✓ Credible traceability instrument

1 if the purchase is additional
Note: avoided emissions, emissionality and carbon offsets do not allow attributing grid emissions to consumers, and thus are not eligible for corporate targets.
Read more at https://www.electricitymaps.com/guides/accounting-guide

https://www.electricitymaps.com/guides/accounting-guide


“24/7” commitments of large cloud providers
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“By 2030 Google is aiming to run our business on carbon-free energy 
everywhere, at all times.”

Sundar Pichai, Google, 2020

“By 2030 Microsoft will have 100 percent of our electricity consumption,
100 percent of the time, matched by zero carbon energy”

Lucas Joppa, Microsoft, 2021
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Electricity Maps’ mission

organise the world’s electricity data

to drive the transition towards

a truly decarbonised electricity system.
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Electricity Maps in 2016
Initially a data visualization, inspired by previous Master Thesis with DTU, DONG, iPower



Electricity Maps provides unified and real-time 
access to the world’s electricity data
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Transparent methodology based on 
peer-reviewed literature and openly published 
on our wiki. Data cited 100+ times in scientific 
literature. Global readership of our blog posts. 
Our app community contributes to our 
methodology and scrutinises our data.

Trustworthy CO2 methodology

Proprietary anomaly control algorithms and 
fallback models ensure we deliver high-quality 
data even in cases of delayed or incorrect 
source data. We guarantee that no missing data 
will be present for zones covered by our SLAs.

High availability, robust data
One single place from which to get all the data 
needed to differentiate your app for an 
increasingly climate-aware audience: historical, 
real-time and forecasted data. Marginal and 
average. Power mix and CO2. Soon: prices.

Comprehensive

Global coverage
Harmonizing 100+ data sources to provide 
coverage for 180+ zones across the world 
(US, EU, LATAM, Oceania..), making us the 
data providers with the largest coverage.

https://github.com/electricitymaps/electricitymaps-contrib/wiki
https://electricitymap.org/blog
https://github.com/electricitymaps/electricitymaps-contrib




Our API enables to schedule ahead
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quality assurance

contrib parsers
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Technology and data pipeline
● With the help of our community, we 

identify where public data is available

● Contributors can write open source 
parsers that fetches data from these 
providers

● Our data quality algorithms detect faulty 
or missing data, and estimates them

● Our flow-tracing algorithm traces back 
the physical the origin of electricity

● Our AI learns from the data to predict the 
future behaviour of the grid

Public data

production exchange weather

event database

contrib parsers

flow-tracing

forecasting

Live app (free)

Commercial API

Open 
source



Data center flexibility
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Early results

20Read more at 
https://www.performance2021.deib.polimi.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Carbon-Aware-Computing-@-Google-and-Beyond.pdf

https://www.performance2021.deib.polimi.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Carbon-Aware-Computing-@-Google-and-Beyond.pdf


On the users’ side

Carbon footprint is a key 
factor when deciding which 
data center location to use
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Cloud footprint per service

22Read more at https://console.cloud.google.com/carbon

https://console.cloud.google.com/carbon


Monta

How is the data used:
-> Smart Charging 
functionality: choice between 
co2, price, renewables
→ analytics for individual 
charges and months
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Andel Energi 
(SEAS-NVE)

How is the data used:
→ forecast for upcoming 
hours 
→ incentivizing customers to 
change behavior
→ analytics for electricity 
consumption

2
4



Reel

How is the data used:
-> Clean energy procurement
-> Analytics and reports
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MinStrøm
(Free collaboration)

How is the data used:
-> Analytics for private users
-> Advocacy 
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We’re only scratching the surface..

27Read more at https://blogs.windows.com/windows-insider/2022/03/02/announcing-windows-11-insider-preview-build-22567/

https://blogs.windows.com/windows-insider/2022/03/02/announcing-windows-11-insider-preview-build-22567/
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Our vision of success in 10 years:
Clean electricity is supplied by all electricity grids of the world, at all times of the year

https://www.electricitymaps.com/blog/a-vision-for-electricitymaps

https://www.electricitymaps.com/blog/a-vision-for-electricitymaps
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Timing and location matter.

Companies now account for their electricity footprint 

using annual values granular grid data.

Their products enable the decarbonisation of the grid.



Thank you
for listening
Electricity Maps

electricitymaps.com
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